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.  . 2. I.  BACKGROUND  :  THE  ORIGINS  AND  ORJECTIVES  OF  THE  COUr\CIL 
DECISION TO ESTABLISH THE TEMPUS PROGRAMME 
1.  It is not necessary to stress the impact of the events of 1989 and  1990 in  Ea.-; tern and O.:ntra I Europe upon 
the policies and actions of the  European  Community  and  its  Member States.  Calkd upon  to  rc:;pond 
rapidly and effectively to  a series of unpn.'Ccdentcd  political  and  economic challenges,  the  Community 
adopted a series of mca..~ures designed to provide practical  assistance and expertise to help the  countries 
concerned to embark upon the difficult and sometimes problematic process of restructuring their economics 
and politicaVadministrative arrangements in order to maximise the tx·ncfits they might derive ffl~n the new 
sit11ation. 
2.  In  Dccc:nbcr  1989  the  Emopean Council  hclt!  in  Strashourg asked  the  Commission to  pn:scnt  detailed 
proposals regarding appropriate me<!sures in the field of higher education and trai11ing to support th.: rcfonn 
process  in  Central/Eastern  Europe,  these  areas  having  been  identified  as  one  of  the  priorities  for 
cooperation.  In response to this request, the Commission submitted in January 1990 two proposals to the 





2.1  ~TEMPUS  Schcn~ 
Given  the  very  different  needs  of  the  cotmtries  of  Central  and  Eastern  Europe  compared  to 
Conmumity Member States,  it  was proposed to create a  new programme specifically designed  to 
meet these needs rather than open the existing EC education programmes (ERASMUS, COMETI, 
UNGUA) in their present form.  The proposals none the lc:;s drew considi...'fably on the experience 
gained within the Community with ERASMUS, COMETT and LINGUA, as well  as,  for the  youth 
exchange clement, Youth for Europe and the Young Workers' Exchange Programme. 
2.2  The European Training FOtmdation 
In parallel, it was proposed to create a European Training Foundation to deliver assistance in  the 
area of vocational training, continuing training involving management training. 
It was within this framework  that  the TEMPUS Programme  (the  Trans-European  Mobility Scheme  for 
University Studies) was adopted by the Council of Ministers of the European Communities on 7 May  1990, 
within a perspective of five years, for an initial pilot phase of three years beginning on 1 July 1990°>. The 
Council also adopted the regulation setting up a European Training Foundation(2) but this has not  yet been 
established. 
TI1e  TEMPUS  Scheme  forms  part  of the  PHARE  Programme,  the  ov~rall  progy<ulunc  of  Ct~llllltlllity 
assistance  to  the  countries  of  Central  and  Eao.;tcm  Europe.  PHARE  (Pologne  Hongrie  Aide  a Ia 
R<X·onstnaction Economique), adopted on 18 D<.-ccmbcr 1989, establishes priorities and provides the related 
funding  for  global  European  Community  assistance  to  the  economic  rcstnacturing  of the  countries  of 
Central and Eastern Europe designated as eligible for aid<Jl. 
Cf. Coun<·il Docision {EEC) No 5986190 of 7 May 1990. OJ No LIJI. 
Cf. Council Regulation (F..EC)  No 13l:JJ!90 of 7 May 1990 establishing a European Training Foundatioo. 
Cf. Council Regulation (EEC) No 3906/89 <X  18  December 1989, OJ No L375, as amCfldcd by CoWlcil Regulation (F..EC)  t\o 2698/90 
d  17 September 1990. OJ No 1257. 
-3. 4.  TEMPUS was originally designed as a response to the training llCi.'<fs of Poland and Hungary.  llnwevl,.-,  it 
was  clear  from  the  beginning  that  TEMPUS should  be  a  fkxiLle  instntlllCllt  able  to  cuver  ad. iiti•.•nal 
count1ies as soon as their inclusion  in  the PH ARE programme was decided.  ·nuts, on 4 July  I Y90,  the 
Ministers  for  Foreign  Affairs  of  the  "G24"  countries  decided  to  extend  economic  assistance  to 
Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia and the Gennan Democratic Republic.  For Czechosluvakia and the 
former DDR (the Iauer only for 1990/91) tl1is decision was given fonnal effect at  Community level on  17 
September 1990,  thus enabling, automatically, the participation of these countries also in  the TEMPUS 
Progranune for 1990/91.  Similarly, in December 1991  formal  effect was given to the dc>eision for prujccts 
relating to Bulgaria and Yugoslavia and applications for these countries were accepted for 1991/92, as  were 
those relating to Romania, when it was also admitted to the Programme in  February 1991. 
5.  ·n1e specific objectives of TEMPUS laid down by Article 4 of the Council Decision of 7 May  1990 arc the 
following: 
(4) 
5.1  to facilitate the coordination of the provision of assistance to  the eligible  countril~S in  the fi,·ld  of 
exchange and mobility, particularly for  univ..:~:>ity students and teachcrs,  wltdhcr this a:;sistancc  is 
provided by the Community, by its Member St.alt.::, or by third countries of the G24 group(·1l; 
5.2  to contribute to the improvement of training in  the eligible countries, particularly in  subject areas to 
which  they  give  priority,  and  to  encourage  their  cooperation,  including  joint  cooperation.  with 
partners in  the Community, taking into account the need to ensure the widest possible participation 
of all the regions of the Community in such actions; 
5.3  to increase opportunities for the teaching and  learning in  the eligible countries of those  langu<Jges 
used in the Community and covered by the Lingua programme and vice-versa; 
5.4  to enable students from the eligible countries to spend a specific period of study at  univC'rsity or to 
undertake industry placements within the Member States, while ensuring equality of opportunity for 
male and female students as regards participation in such mobility; 
5.5  to enable students from the Community to spend a similar type of pcrilxf of study or placement in  an 
eligible country; 
5.6  to promote increased exchanges and mobility of teaching staff and trainers as part of the cooperation 
process. 
In  an  Annex to the Council Decision, more detailed regulations were given in  rdation to Action  1 Uoint 
European Projects) and Action 2 (Individual Mobility Grants).  Additionally, the Annex makes reference to 
Action  3  (Complementary  Measures)  concerning  provision  for  projL>ets  involving  exchanges  of  young 
]X'Ople  and  youth  organisers  between  Member  Swtes  and  eligible  countries,  and  also  for  activities 
cornplementill-y  to  tllC  objectives  listed  in  Article  4,  notably  the  extension  of  university  <Jssociations. 
publications designed to promote specific purposes of the TEMPUS Progr:unmc,  and surveys and studies 
designed to assist directly in the their achievement. 
As part of the Community's concern  to ensure the optimum coordination of  PIIARE actions  with  sinlilar G-24  initiatives  .  a  t.:lsk 
confcrr,'<l oo  d1e  Conunission  by the G·7 World Economic Summit  in  July 1989 -.Article 9 of  the CO<ulcil  0..-..:ision  oo  TE>.,1PUS 
pro,ided for the coordination of TEMPUS actions wid1  similar actions of third countries, including. "'11<'re  approrviatc. r"-'rt icip:~t i•.>n  in 
. TE.J\fPUS prt-?ccts. 
-4. II.  DESCRIIYflON OF TilE TEMPUS PROGRAMME 
6.  Stmcturcs 
Under its three  Actions as specified in  the CoWlcil  Decision Text  and  the  Annex  thereto,  the  TEMPUS 
Programme achieves  its  objectives by supporting activities  undertaken  by  t110sc  who,  within  the  higher 
education systems of Member States and clit,iblc countries,  arc involved  in  Of"  concerned with training. 
The categories of activity which may be supported arc described below.  The operation of the TEMPUS 
Programme during  the  period  of  IS  months covered  by  this  rt•f.XX1  relates  to  two  s.:·paratc  application 
roWlds, selection for which was completed within the timescale: 
1990/91  Poland, HWlgary, Czcchosluvakia and ex-DDR: 
1991/92  Poland, Hungary, C7.cchoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Ilulgaria and Romania. 
7.  Action I :Joint European Pn1jccts 
7.1  11•e centre-piece of the TEMPUS Programme is  the dcvclopnwnt of Joint European Projects UEPs) 
based  on  the. pa11icipation  of  at  least  one  university  from  an  eligible  country,  aud  p;u1ner 
urganisations (of which at  least one must be  a Wlivcrsity)  in  at  least two  EC  Mem!x'f States.  The 
scope  of JEP  consortia  may,  however,  go  beyond  the  EC  and  involve  other  G24  countries 
participating in  Western assistance to  the  eligible countries.  From  the  1991/92  selection  roWld 
there has also been a specially eannarked allocation of funds for Regional Joint Eurnp.:an Projects 
involving more than one of the eligible countries. 
7.2  Joint European Projects arc designed to promote the development of the higher education systems of 
the eligible COWltries and to encourage cooperation between them and academic/industrial partners 
in the European Community.  They may cover a variety of activities according to the specific needs 
of the organisations concerned : 
*  cooperative  education/training  actions,  e.g.  development  and. organisation  of  mobility 
programmes, curriculum development activities, continuing education and retraining ~chemes 
for  university  staff,  short  intensive  courses,  development  of  open  and  distance  learning 
facilities; 
*  structural development of higher education,  e.g.  support  for  the  creation of  new  Of"  the 
rcstmcturing  of existing  higher  education  centres  or  institutions,  upgrading  of  facilities, 
development of universities' capacities to c01.1perate with industry; 
*  sector specific actions, e.g. development of education/training capacities at  higher education 
level in priority subjc<:t-areas. 
8.  Action 2: Mobility Grants for Staff and Students 
8.1  Mobility grants fall into two categories: 
*  grants  for  teaching/training/admini~trative  staff  to  cover  teaching  assignments,  practical 
placements,  staff  retraining  and  updating  (for  eligible  countries'  applicants  only),  and 
specified short visits; 
*  grants for students to cover periods of study or practical placements. 8.2  Staff mobility may be within JEPs or on an individual application basis.  Various tYix~s of visit may 
be  supported,  the  essential  critcrion  being  tl1at  any  visit  should  contribute  concretely  to  the 
amelioration of higher education in ihe eligible countries.  During the two selection rounds covered 
in  the  present  rePort,  student  mobility  was  available  both  within  JEPs  and,  provided  that  the 
applicant was able to provide an appropriate endorsement from tl1e  host organisation, also on a basis 
of individual applications ('free mover' students)<Sl. 
8.3  From the start  it  was stated,  however,  that,  in  respect  of sturlent  mobility,  in  all  possible  cases 
priority would be given to those travelling as part of Joint European Projects.  This rcnected a clear 
preference,  based  upon  the  experience  al.XJuircd  in  other  European  Community  programmes  for 
higher t..'l.lucation  (nntably  the  ERASMUS  Programme),  for  the  preparation  and  development  of 
oq:;aniscd mobility, conceived as part of a cuhercnt programme to which the sending a11d  rL-ceiving 
organisatit,ns would be committed on an oneoing basis. 
•l  Action 3 : Complementary Mt~asures and Youth Exchange 
9.1  In order to foster and strengthen links between participants in higher education which will underpin 




those intended to facilitate the membership of organisations within the eligible countries in 
European university associations, notably associations of university staff and students; 
publications and other information  activities directly relevant to  the primary objectives of 
TEMPUS; 
support for studies and surveys designed to improve the scientific information base of the 
programme by identifying needs, monitoring progress and analysing results. 
9.2  Additionally, support  is  available,  under tl1is  Action,  for  youth  exchange activities  cons1stmg  of 
reciprocal youth exchanges, short preparatory visits and training courses.  The exchanges and their 
support activities are aimed at providing, by means of organised cultural interactions, a  European 
experience for young people nonnally outside the higher education system as such. 
10.  Budget 
(5) 
10.1  The TEMPUS Scheme fonns part of the global PHARE programme and thus the TEMPUS budget is 
drawn from the overall funds made available to PIIARE in a given year.  The PHARE budget is first 
of all  divided  among those countries digible for support.  Following  this,  within  C'ach  national 
allocation made,  the budget available for  1T:.MPUS  is  decided  by  the  national  authorities of the 
eligible countries in consultation with the Commission. 
TI1is process is described in the flow chart on p. II. 
10.2  In  1990 an initial budget of 20 MECU was foreseen for Poland and Hungary.  In October 1990 this 
sum  was  increaSL>d  by  a  further  5  MECU  to  cover  the  extension  of  activities  in  1990/91  to 
Czechoslovakia and (for 1990/91 only) to the ex-DDR. 
In the 1990/91 sclooiccl. because the short timetable made it diffi<.'lllt  for students from eligible countries wishing to study in  European 
Community  Member  States  to  make  prior  contact  with  hosl  organizations  to  obtain  krters  uf  codor.;emcnt,  the  Coounis.>.ion, 
cxcep~ionally. took responsibility for a.<;..<isting them to find placemmts. (6) 
I 0.3  For  I 991,  when  the  Scheme  was  extended  to  three  more  countries  (Bulgaria,  Romania  and 
Yugoslavia),  a  budget  of  55.5  MECU  was  made  available,  which  was  then  increased  by  the 
inclusion of a facility of 15 MECU from the PHARE Regional Fund.  Thus the budget decided upon 
for  1991/92,  including renew;;.ls  of 1990/91  Projects  and  Regional  Projects,  was 70.5  MECU to 
cover activities in the six eligible countries : Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania 
and Yugoslavia. 
10.4  In the period under report, a total budget of 95.5 MECU was thus  provid~o.'<i for the implementation 
of the TEMPUS Programme during the first  15 months of its operations.  By the end of this period 
all the funds available for support of projects had been committed to the contractors concerned. 
10.5  A deduction of "/.3% (l.R2 MECU) of the total budget of 25.0 MECU for the p.:'fiod concerned wa'> 
made in  order to cnvcr the st"lling-up and nulfling exp..·nscs of Llw  EC  TEMPUS Office.  After the 
initial sctling-up 1x·riod, the ckduction for management was r,·duccd to 4.1% of the total  incre<t~ed 
budget of 70.5 MECU.  (For details of the expenditure on management sec Ann.cx 2). 
10.6  £:-iational Allocations 
The total  national  allocations  of  PHARE funds  to  the  TEMPUS  Programme  decided  upon,  in 
consultation  with the Commission,  by  the  national  authorities  of  the  eligible countries were  as 
follows: 
Country  1990/91  %  1991/92  % 
MECU  of total  MECU  of total 
Bulgaria  5.0  9.1 
Czechoslovakia  3.7  16.0  9.0  16.2 
Hungary  6.18  26.7  12.0  21.6 
Poland  12.35  53.3  13.5  24.3 
Romania  10.0  18.0 
Yugoslavia  6.0  10.8 
fonncr DDR  0.93  4.0 
.. 
SUB-TOTALS  23.16  55.5 
PHARE Regional Facility  15.0 
TOTALS 1990/92  2s.o<6l  7o.s<6l 
- .. 
Whcrea.~ for  1990/91 d1c figures Include an  allocation of 7.3% of budget for technical assistance concerning !he impl<?mentation of !he 
progrdmmc, tl1is figur<'  i£1  1991fl2 (4.1% of tlw total) was pro,•idcil from t/1c PIIARE regional h.Jdgt'l . 
. 7. Ill.  MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES 
1 J.  The Commission 
The  TEMPUS  Scheme  is  managed  within  the  Commission,  by  the  Task  Force  Human  Resources, 
Education, Training and Youth,  in  accordance with  the provisions of the Annex to  the  Council  Decision 
and  on  the  basis  of guidelines  adopted  annually.  The  Task  Force  liaiscs  closely  with  the  PHARE 
Operational Service of the Dirc'ctorate General for External Relations. 
12.  TEMPUS Management Committee 
12.1  Arcording to the  provisions of Article 5 of the Council  IA>Cision  on TEMPUS the  Commission is 
a'-~istt_xl  in  tlte  implcmeut.1tion  of TEMl'lJS  by  a  Ctllnrnitkc  C(>mposeJ  of  two  rcprl"'<'llt<ttivcs 
i!('pointPd by .•ach Member State and chairl'd by the Commission reprcsent.ttive. 
12.2  The  Committ~.-'C  ilssists  the  Commission  in  the  implementation  of  all  asfX'CtS  of  the  TEMPUS 
Programme having regard to the objectives set out in  Article 4 of the Decision and with particular 
reference to the general guidelines governing TEMPUS, including the financial  guidelines on  the 
assistance to be provided, questions relating tn the overall balance of TEMPUS and  arrangements 
for the monitoring and evaluation of TEMPUS.  During the  period  under report  the  Commission 
convent.'<i  four meetings of the TEMPUS Management Committee, hdd on  21  May  and on  29/30 
October 1990, and on 26 April and 19 July 1991. 
12.3  ln  conjunction  with  these  arrangements,  the  competent  authorities  of  Member  States  of  the 
European Community were asked to cooperate in  the establishment of National  Contact  Points  in 
their respective coun!tics.  By the end of the period under report such National Contact Points had 
lx.'Cn set up in all Member States. 
13.  EC TEMPUS Office 
13.1  In view of the need for immediate implementation of the TEMPUS Scheme, the Task Force Human 
Resources asked the organisations responsible for providing technical assistance to the Commission 
for the COMEIT and ERASMUS programmes, to cooperate to  provide technical assistance to the 
Commission for an initial launching phase of TEMPUS of nine months. 
13.2  To  this  end  a  provisional  EC  TEMPUS  Office  was  established  in  Brussels,  to  undertake  the 
implementation of the Programme until  a Call for Tender could be arranged  and  a permanent  EC 
TEJ\1PUS Office cstablishcxl. 
13.3  In  parallel with this ammgement, a Call for Tender procedure was launched almost  immediately for 
the provision of tcdmical assistance from  I  February  1991  onwards.  A  tutal of 62  expressions of 
interest were nxeived and nine lx-xlies suhmit!Lxltenders.  Having consid~'red the bids received, the 
Commission  sl'lected  the  offer  submitted  by  the  European  Cooperation  Fund  on  behalf  of  a 
multinational consortium of organisations. 
13.4  The EC TEMPUS Office provides technical assistance and advice to the Commission on the overall 
implementation of the TEMPUS Scheme.  In  particular,  the  Office is  responsible for  the  design, 
preparation and distribution of official documentation on the Scheme, for  providing support to the 
Commission throughout the selection process as well as for the issue and follow-up of contracts and 
grant payments. 
- H-14.  National TEMPUS Offices in eligible countries 
14.1  lne authorities  responsible  for  higher  education  in  each of  the  eligible  cmuatrics,  as  rhe  latter 
entered the Tt:MPUS Pn•gr<munc,  cooperated with  the Commission to set  up  Natiunal  TEMPUS 
Offices in  their capi!al cities (including  th1.~ capital of Slovakia in  the cast: of C:t.L·dt(os!l.nki:t) to act 
as the main  intcmwdiary agl!ncics  hdw~·cn the authorities cuun·•m'tl and  the  CUJilllli~~i· •••  aud  the 
EC TEMPUS Office in relation to all  operational aspects, p<irticularly  those concerning advice on 
the relevance to national needs of TEMPUS Programme projects,  and the selection of individual 
applicants  from  their countries.  Their other  main responsibility  is  in  the  field  of  information 
activities relating to their areas of competence. 
14.2  Tiae integration into the opcration of the lT:M PUS Programme of National TEMPUS Offices in each  .. 
of the eligible countries constitut<.:d  a  cn•ci:,J  and  ongoing focus  of l'Valuation  and  d(·vdopment. 
1ne Commission, ,,·ith the assistam:e of the  EC TEMPUS Office, playL-<1  an import;mt  rnlc in  this 
r• ,_.,cess by giving general advice and support concerning the optimal 01·ganisation of tl1e  nu,in tasks 
to be completed by National TEMPUS Offices as well as on the most appropriate  di\·i~i('ll of labour 
hetwi.'Cn the EC TEMPUS Office and tl1e  National TEMPUS Offices.  It also took st.::ps  to prcNide, 
staff  training facilities  by offering  staff from  the  National  TEMPUS  Offices  the  opp::•r1unity  of 
:'ll--.'nding short training  periods (one to two weeks) in the EC TEMPUS Office in  ocder to improve 
their lmowk.-dgc of the funt.:tioning of the Community in  general, of administrati\'c and  a~S<.:ssment 
procedures used in  the EC TEMPUS Office and· of the running of other Community programmes in 
the field of education.  During the pcriOtl  under report tl1esc  facilities were taken up  by staff fr01n 
the Polish, Hungarian, Czechoslovak, Yugoslav and Bulgarian National TEMPUS Offices. 
14.3  lbe Commission also carried out an ongoing progranunc of  ·ta.~ks rdatcd to the int(·gation into the 
TEMPUS Programme of the additional eligible countries to which it was cxtendlod during the period 
under report.  This involv(.'<l  mretings bringing together representatives of all offices COIICl'lllL-d  to 
coordinate management infonnation flows, sell'Ction processes, exchange of infom1ation on specific 
projects under Actions 1 and 3,  and transfer of data on applicants sek'ctL'<l  under Action 2,  with a 
view to the progressive development of common procedures as appropriate, and  1~1 but not  least, 
coordination of the exceptional student plaC(.'fnent  operations for  1990/91  and,  to a  lcs~">f' extent, 
1991/92 by providing tl1e  necessary link between the placement agencies assisting the Commission 
in this operation in a number of Member States, the receiving institutions, the National TEMPUS 
Offices and the students themselves. 
14.4  In  another critical operation throughout  tl1<'  period under report,  the  Conunission developed  and 
implemented  a  step  by  step  plan  for  the  computerisation  and  full  integration  of  tliC  National 
TEMPUS Offices in the eligible cow1tries in a shared database and assessment procedure to ensure 
that all TEMPUS Offices were able to deal in the same way with applications for \\'hose asS('Ssmcnt 
they were responsible.  TI1e plan involved the supply of both computer hardware and software to the 
National TEMPUS Offices and the provision of appropriate guidance and training for their staffs. 
After  inve~1igation of the  possibilities  and  facilities  n(.'C<.kod  by  <.'ach  Natiunal  TE~IPIJS Office. 
system  sptx·ific<~tions Wl're  tailorl'<i  to  their  specific situation.  Virtually  all  the  equil'm~·m and 
database application :;oftwarc dcvclolx-d by  the EC TEMPUS Office for  usc  in  the  a~scssmcnt of 
individual mobility applications had been delivered and  installed and staff-familiarisation had been 
achieved in  all the eligible countries except Romania, where installation was planned for the period 
immediately following the one under report. 
The  usc  of  common  proccdw·es  tend(•d  to  standardise  assessment  criteria  and  promote  their 
consistent application over time and across boundaries, and this in  itself had a high symbolic value 
for the National TEMPUS Offices concemed, by providing a common professional base for a good 
part of their activities.  It allowed, by the end of the second selection round, the transfer of data for 
the production of overall statistics, for contracts administration, and for grants pa)ments.  It  also 
opened the way for the collal.lorative production of a pan-European TEMPUS institutional directory  . 
. 9. 15.  11JCsc dispositions cnablro the Commission to deal effectively with the range c.nd  complexity of the t:d;s 
involved in the launch phase of a new and not uncomplicated programme within a necessarily emnprcss.:·d 
time-frame.  TI1e selection for 1990/91 was completL'<i by 31  ~mlx.--r 1990, en:thling the ac:tivities of the 
supported  applicants  to  commence  with  immediate  effect  in  the  same  academic  year,  while  th<tt  for 
1991/92 was completed by 31 July 1991 m. 
16.  Monitodng, Ev<lluation And Gcm•ntl Scheme Dn·dopmcnt 
16.1  To ensure the rapid development of a medium-term evaluation strategy for TEMPUS, and as part of 
the work needed to prepare tire  continuation or the adaptation of the  IA'Cision  of the Council of 
Ministers,  due  according  to  Article  II  of  the  Council  Decision  by  31  Dccemlx-r  1992,  the 
Commis~ion had  already  drawn  up  in  late  1990  a  discussion  document  on  the  monitoring  and 
evaluation of TEMPUS.  This was prcscnK'<i to the TEMPUS Committee in March 1991. 
This was followed by a Call for Tender for evaluation of the results of the prugammc in  1990/91. ro 
be canied out between I  October 1991  and 30  April  1992.  The contract was awarded, just lx:fore 
the end of the pCt"iod under report, to Messrs Coor-.crs and Lybrand. 
16.2  As part of the creation of tltc preconditions ncn",sary to the fw1lrcr development of the  pro~;ramme, 
the Commission also set up internal monitoring procedures for  all  THvll'US actions, carrying out 
detailed surveys ;md  analy~cs of a  number of rdevant  asp<.'Cts  (~ituation uf thl'  different  eligible 
countries,  of the  different  priority  areas,  of  Community  invoh·l'ment,  G2cl  involvement  l'ld of 
applications from the two selection rounds covered by this Report.  Tiw an;llysis of each aSJX.'Ct  wa~ 
reflected in a separate dctailro profile report and also in  a global profil.: for intcmaluse. 
17.  Coordination with Other Progmmmes 
(7) 
17.1  The  TEMPUS  Decision  specifics  that  there  should  be  consistency  and,  where  appr•)priatc, 
complementarity  between  TEMPUS  and  other  actions  at  Community  level,  both  within  the 
Community and ·in assistance to the eligible countries.  Because of the exceptional circumstances in 
which the TEMPUS Programme was  adopted  and  launched  this  interaction  and  coordination  is 
particularly worthy of mention in respect of the COMETI and the ERASMUS programmes.  The 
Commission received from responsible colleagues wocking in  these programmes valuable general 
advice and  assistance on the design of the launch arrangements for  the  programme, in  particular 
regarding  the  preparation  of the  Vadcmecwn  and  Application  Foons,  computing  provision  and 
office arrangements, including staff recruitment and sccondment. 
17.2  In addition to this ongoing cooperation, efforts wCf"e made to monitor the content-rclatro programme 
linkages  between  TEMPUS  and  ERASMUS  and  TEMPUS  and  COMETT.  Reciprocal 
representation  wa<>  provided  for  at  the  meetings  of  the  TEMPUS,  COMETI  and  ERASMUS 
Conunittcc.'i and during the rdevant selection meetings, including  ~uhscqucnt scn1tiny of TEMPUS 
applications to ensure an appropriate exchange of infunnation and consis!L'ncy of appru<Jdt. 
17.3  As par1  of its commitment to develop a long·tcnn strategy with rq_;Md  to  th,· futur,·  d,·vl'l ..  prlr,·nt of 
education  and  training  sys!L'ms  in  the  eligible  cuuntries,  the  C(•tlllllission  also  sought  to  ensure 
complementarity with other assistance  in  the  field  of training  accorded  to  the  eligible countries. 
particularly in anticipation of the operational phase of the European Training Foundation, as well as 
in relation to other education and training initiatives within the overall PIIARE programme such a<; 
the ACE programme. 
Moreover within DG XIII activities in  particular, as regards the ESPRIT programme and  its  YLSI 
Design Training Action, and the DELTA initiative, some specific activities arc already undertaken 
to train specialists in the Central and Eastern countries of Europe. 
The (X'riod under report included two selection row1ds,  r<.>fcrred  to h<·ncdorth as  1990,191  (scl<xti<.••  <'ompleted  in  IX'<·.,IIl>cr  I'YIOI  and 
.  1991/92 (selection complcted in July 1991). 
- 10. 17.4  Flow-chart showing the three main stages of the TEMPUS Prut,rd.lumc: 
i.  Budget-allocation 
ii.  Scle<:tion (for details sec flow-chart on p. 13) 
iii.  Implementation 
TEMPUS Budget 
··.· ..  EC TEMPOS Office 
.  - .  :-'·---· 
Project Management and 
Coordination 
II IV.  SELECTION PROCEDURES 
18.  Joint European Projects (Cf also Flow Chart on p.13) 
18.1  All applications for support foc Joint Europc<lll  Projects were submitted to the  EC TEMPUS Office 
in  Bmsscls.  Copies of applications concerning their  institutions  were  then  sent  to  tlic  national 
TEMPUS Offices in each of the eligible countries. 
18.2  A par<tllcl  a">sessmcnt  proet.---dure then followed, an overall asS(:ssmcnt of the yuality of ;;pplications 
rc<"cived  tx~ing  C<" ried  out  by  the  EC  TEMPUS  Office,  the  six  national  TEMPUS  (lffin~s 
co•tcentrating on the benefit of prujl,~ts to their c•mntry with itt tlw O\'l'f all I'll  A~  E l't 'ltk.\1. 
18.3  Bilateral consultations were th(·n  held  in  ordL·r  to  coordinate the diffen·nt  a~scssmcnts c;,rri,·d  ('Ul 
with a view to arTiving,  as far as  possible, at  a common assessment of p; ujc._·rs  for  di~·us~i••n with 
panels of experts.  1l1is ptoccss also  ensured  the  identification  of those  projects  where  opini•.'ns 
differ.:-'<! and where an expert opinion was particularly important. 
18.4  After inputting of the data and computer pn~luction of the n~ssary listings and statistics, mn:tings 
chaired by the Commission were held on  26/27 September and  15/16 November  I 990 fur  the  first 
selection round, and on 29/30 May and 11/12 June 1991  for the second.  These enabled ad\·icc to be 
given by TEMPUS Experts from both the eligible states and the Member States of the Community 
to underpin the Conunission's final decisions on applications. 
18.5  Discussions  then  took place  with  representatives of the  Ministries  of  Education  and  the  central 
PHARE coordinators in  the six eligible countries.  As a result of these consultations a final  list  of 
projects proposed foc  support was drawn up.  This list,  agreed on by the  Mini!>1crs  of Education in 
the six eligible countries concerned, was then fonnally approved by the Commission  . 
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I b.6  Flow-char1 showing the stages of the selection 1•roccss for Joint European Projects : 
·  .. -
Final approval of proposed p•rojects by 
Commission and National 
Mi.nisters of Edu.cation 
lll>e~p·afch ·of!M.fim:idahas.siStant!e to 
i(lo,nt-t,-a ctors 
·  ·lll_p:on )i:c,G,ei,ii:t ,of-::S.igr)·~a~con  tr-acts 
13 19.  Individual Mobility 
19.1  Alongside the  mobility of teachers  and  students  within Joint  European  Project'>,  a  considc·rable 
number of individual teachers and students submitted applications and  were proposed  for supJX>rt. 
In the following a distinction is made between mobility from East to West and vice-versa. 
19.2  Individual  MQQili..ty_;_Scl~Xtion Proc~ 
Procedures adopted  for processing applications for support  ren·ived from  individual  studer1ts  and 
teachers  in  both  Member States and the eligible countries differcxl  according  to  the  category  of 
applicant and the direction of the envisaged mobility. 
19.3  A distinction has to be made ix't\Vc'(~n East/Wc•st ;md \Vest/East mobility.  All proposals for financial 
support n•garding the individual mobility of students, teachers and  administrators  frc~n the  eligible 
countries to the European ComnHmity were  put  fnr ward  by the  national  TEMPUS Offices  in  the 
eligible countries themselves. 
19.4  On  the other hand,  proposals regarding individual students and staff travelling from  the  Eurupcan 
Community to the eligible countries were prcpanxl by the EC TEMPUS Office in  Brussels. 
19.5  All  TEMPUS  Offices  used  the  same  sclccrion  procedures  and  criteria  for  the  asscssnH:nl  of 
applications from  staff members,  while there were some nalional  variations  in  the first  sclecrion 
round in relation io student 'free movers'. 
20.  Complementary Measun::S: selection procedures 
20.1  For buth Action 3 Complementary Measures and Action 3 Youth  Exchange activities, a pattern of 
consultation with the National TEMPUS Offices similar to rhat  used  in  rclarion to Join!  Euro(X:an 
Projects underpin<-'<~ the Commission's decisions on !he award of grants. 
20.2  Propo~als for  suppvrt  for  Complementary  J\kasures  under  Action  3  of  TEMPUS  (suppur1  tu 
associations, for publications and  for certain  surveys and  studies,  as  well  as  for  youth  exchange 
activities) were drawn up by the Commission following analysis of the  applications received  and 
consultation with the appropriate authorilics in the eligible countries. 
21.  Youth Exchange activities: Selection procedures 
21.1  The deadline for Youth Exchange activities in  the first selection round was setal IS  Octolx:r  1990 
and separate infonnation material, guidelines and application fonns were provided.  In  this respect 
and  also  for  the  initial  assessment  of  applications,  the  Commission,  rhrough  the  EC  TEMPUS 
Office, was able to benefit from the C'XJX'ricnce  of colleagues in  the European Communities Yuuth 
Exchange Bureau. 
21.2  In  the  first  selection  round  of  199 I  /92,  for  which  the  deadline  set  was  IS  March  1991.  the 
Commission drew up revised guidelines  <~ncl rhc  Youth Exchange application fonns were modified 
to make possible the computcrisarion of  tl1e  assessment,  in  line with  the  praclicc under  the uthl'r 
Actions of the TEMPUS Programme. 
21.3  As  far  as Youth  Exchange acrivities  arc  concerned,  this  Report  only  refers  lo the  first  selection 
round of 1991/92, while the s•xond one is plannc·d for the laic autumn. 
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•• V.  RESULTS SO FAR 
22.  Joint European Projects: Support awarded 
22.1  A  total of 452 Joint European Projects  arc  currently  in  approval.  TI1csc  include  both  318  'new' 
national and regional proj('Cts,  i.e.  those sc!('Ctcd for their first  year of support .in  academic year . 
1991/92,  and  134  'renewal'  projects  already  approved  in  1990  and  now  going  into  their second 
TEMPUS year of activities. 
22.2  A total of 1338 proposals for Joint European Projects was received in the 1990/91  selection round, 
requesting some 209 MECU.  1l1e final  dC'<.·ision  was talen to award a total of 16,510,000 ECU to 
153 JEPs (11,4% of the total nwnbcr of applications received). giving an  average of 107,908 ECU 
per project. 
22.3  For academic year 1991/1'.!92  a  total  of 1401  applications arrived  in  the  EC TEMPUS Office  to 
m~..>et  the deadlines of  15  March  1991  for  cooperation  activities  with  Bulgaria,  CZt'Choslovakia, 
Hungary,Poland and  Yug:Jslavia  and  15  April  1991  for  Romania.  TI1e  overall  level  of funding 
re-quested  amounted  to &omc  270  MECU  for  the  1401  new applications received,  of  which  318 
(22.7%) were selected for support, and some 33 MECU for renewal projt.'CtS, making an ov~.:rall total 
of over 300 MECU. 
22.4  For academic years 1990/91 and 1991/92 the Commission awarded funds as follows: 
... 
Type of project  JEP Action 1  JEP Action 2  Total 
(MECU  (MECU) 
1990/91 
153 new  projects 
national  11.01  5.5  16.51 
1991/92 
318 new  projects 
national  21.1  11.0  32.1 
regional  4.6  2.5  7.1 
1991192 
134 renewal projects 
national  8.0  5.5  13.5 
regional  4.0  3.9  7.9 
~---- --
Totals for JEPs  48.71  28.4  77.11 
22.5  This means an average of 107,908 ECU per project in  1990/91  (71 ,960 ECU for the preparation and 
implementation  of  projects  under  Action  I  and  35,947  ECU  to  cover  the  mobility  costs  of 
participating students and  teachers),  and  123,318  ECU  per  new  project  propoS(.>d  for  support  in 
1991/92 (80,800  ECU for Action  1 and  42,518  ECU  for mobility)  An  average of  159,688 was 
awarded per renewal project embarking on its second year of activities (89,600 ECU on average for 
Action I and 70,088 ECU for Action 2 mobility). 
- 15-22.6  TI1esc  average amounts cover V(..'f)'  large differences between  the  individual  projects which range 
from 40,000 ECU for a small-scale project involving minimal preparation or investment in  tenns of 
equipment to over 400,000 ECU in  the case of a  project  aiming  at  structural  development  of a 
particular  sector  and  involving considerable  investment  in  equipment  and  large-scale  !>1aff  and 
~tudent mobility.  A  significant feature of the  trend between the two selection rounds is  the  h'ry 
large increase in the proportion of funding for Action 2  activities within renewed Joint  Europ  ... ·an 
Projects, which clearly reflects the added attraction of organised mobility. 
23.  Joint European Projects: Selection Policy 
23.1  The basis for the selection of these projects was the  desire,  within  the  budget  available,  t<.>  give 
sufficient  financial  support  to  1 l.-4%  of applications  received  in  1990  and  to  22.7%  of  those 
received in  1991  to be able to carry out their proposed activities,  thus remaining in  line with the 
overall aims of the TEMPUS Scheme to sup)X>fl  tl1e development of the higher educ<>tion systl'ms in 
the eligible countries, and the l-'riorities for funding established by these countries. 
..  - -- ·-;='  -·---·  - ·= 
% of projects accepted  % of projccts acnph-d 
Coun!l-y  1990/91  1991/92 
(all pnljt·cts)  (new projt·<·t.s) 
-------- ·-··  ---
Bulgaria  26.1% 
Czechoslovakia  12.0o/o  16.1% 
Hungary  10.6%  18.9% 
Poland  13.4%  11.9% 
Romania  54.3% 
Yugoslavia  35.1% 
fonncr DDR  13.5% 
23.2  This table includes participation in regional projects (in  1991/92 only).  The fact that the total funds 
available almost trebled should be taken into account when interpreting these figures and  it  should 
be emphasised that the major factor in the marked reduction in the share of new projects taken by 
certain countries was the need to earmark sufficient funding for continuing projects.  It  may also be 
the case that the capacity of certain systems of higher education to accept rigourous competition 
(and its inherent disappointments) and to absorb innovation had ~n  largely taken  up  in  the first 
selection round. 
24.  Joint European Projects: Eligible country participation 
As the table in  10.6 clearly shows, between the two selection rounds there were significant changes in  the 
pattcm of distribution of funds from country to country.  lnis is attributable to  the doubling of the number 
of digiblc  countries  par1icipating,  taken  with  the  diff(-n.'nces  in  the  lnds of  national  allucati• ons  for 
TEMPUS and the amount of funds necessary to support the second year of  L'Xi~ting projects.  'lllC' l'fkct in 
tcnns of rates of participating acts in selected projects is shown l~luw: 
participation  participation 
Country  I 990/91  1991/92 
(all projects)  (new project.~) 
nutgaria  11.8% 
Czechoslovakia  17.0o/o  20.6% 
Hungary  29.6%  2·1.6% 
Poland  48.3%  16.2% 
Romania  13.1% 
Yugoslavia  13.8% 
fom1cr DDR  5.1% 
== 
- 16-25.  Joint European Projects : Budgetary dhision between renewals and new projects 
25.1  In  1991/92  3  countries  (Hungary,  Poland,  Czechoslovakia)  had to  apply  part  of their  budget  to 
rdinance  multi-aunu;tl  projects  approv<.--d  in  1990  while  3  other  countries  (Bulgaria,  Rumania, 
Yugoslavia)  u~'<.l tl1eir budget to finance only new projccl~. 
25.2  In renewals 56% of the average project grant was used  for organisation /equipment L'Osts  (Action 1) 
and 44% for mobility (Action 2)  while in new projects 66%  is  on  average used for  Action  I  and 
34% for Action 2.  Within Action 2 85% of t11e  support is us..-d  for  Ea~t-\Vcst mobility (mainly for 
retraining/updating of teaching st<~ff and for student mobility).  Wcst-Eilst mobility mainly takes the 
form of tCilching assignments. 
25.3  TI1e  average for equipntent allocations varie-d  in relation to  national subjl.>ct-area  priorities and the 
disciplines  involved  in  the  projects.  A  case  in  point  arc  the  projects  aimed  at  restructuring 
engineering  cduc<Jtion  where  at  least  59.3%  of  the  1990/91  Action  I  grant  will  be  used  for 
equipment purchase. 
25.4  The  amounts  rcqucstl'<i  to  meet  the  needs  of  national  projects  cxccetkd  the  national  budgets 
available by  an  average factor of four and in  the case of Czechoslovakia requests  were  allllost  6 
times higher than the budget available. 
25.5  The amounts requested for national projects averaged 173,000 ECU while support granted averaged 
128,000  ECU.  This was comparable to the amounts  awarded  during  1990/91  008,000 for  10 
months of activity),  but grants for  renewals were generally higher  than  grants for  new  national 
projects (153,000 ECU as against 119,000 ECU). 
25.6  The munber of projects received allowed all the available financial assistance to be allocated except 
in  the cases of Romania and Yugoslavia where the amounts awarded  to supported projects did not 
absorb the full national allocation. 
25.7  Although new projects supported represented a  significant proportion of those submitted for most 
countries,  in  the case of Czechoslovakia and Poland the refinancing of existing projects tended to 
inhibit the number of new projects which could be supported within the allocation. 
26.  Joint European Projects : distribution of support between new and renewal  National and Regional 
projects 
26.1  TIIC  15  MECU  available  from  the  PHARE  regional  fund  were  used  first  of  all  in  1991/92  to 
tnmsfonn a number of projects that hild  been approved as  national  in  1990/91  into regional JEPs, 
and  secondly  to fund  new  Regional  projects.  There was  an  increase  in  the  nwnhcr of eligible 
countries involved and in amounts requested (mainly due to the increase in mobility grants).  A total 
of 49 new regional JEPs were supported at a cost of 7.2  MECU while the cost of regional renewals 
was to 7.8 MECU. 
26.2  Titc  eligible  countries  benefiting  most  from  regional  funding  were  Poland,  Hungary  and 
CZL"x:hoslovakia,  p;trtly  lx-causc  renewills  of  1990/91  projl'cts  illVI_llved  only  thl'lll,  aud  partly 
because  their  first  year ex_pcriem:e  gave  them  the  advantage  of  a  better  <JW<Jrcness  of  how  to 
compose a well-fomted TEMPUS application. 
- 17-27.  Joint European Projects: Member State co\'emgc 
27.1  Even bearing in mind the increased number of successful  projecl~ in  the  1991/92 S<.'lcctivn  round, it 
is  clear at  the same time that participation of t11e  countries in  the South  West  of the  Community 
could  be considerably  improved  (Spain,  Portugal,  with  3.9  and  0.7% of coordinated  projecb  in 
1990/91  and 2.0 and  1.1% in  1991/92;).  This is  also the case as far  as  Ireland  is  conccnK'<l,  for 
which  the  comparable  figures  were  1.3  and  1.5%.  TI1e  levels  of  coordinating  activity  and 
involvement were better in  the case of Italy but still not commensurate with the  size of its  higher 
education  sector,  and  the  same can  be  said  in  relation  to  France  and  Gem1any.  The  levels  of 
involvement  were  disapiXJinting  in  all  tlJCse  cases.  (Sec Tables  in  Annex  1).  The  comparable 
indicators for  I3clgium,  Netherlands  and  United  )( ingdorn  showed, on  the other hand,  tl1at  tli('SC 
Member States were participating pa11icularly well  in  relation to  tllc  size of their higher cdtll';,tiun 
sectors. 
27.2  Member State participation rates in projl-'t.:ts  was borne in  mind both with rega1d  to the  number of 
J•rojects  coordinated  by  each  Member  State  and  to  overall  involven1c·nts.  Sever~]  cuuntrics, 
particularly  in  1990/91. figured  prom  inc•  : ly  both  as  coordin<Jtors  and  in  IL,-lllS  of im uivL'tllCIIt'i : 
Gcnnany, for example, coordinated  17.0% of <JCCl'pted  projects and  was present  in  ·lR.-YYc,,  France 
coordinall-'<1  16.3% of accepted  prujects  and  was  present  in  40.5%,  while  the  United  Kingdom 
coordinated 28.8% and  was present  in  57.5%.  TI1e  same pattern was present  in  the  ca~es al<;o  of 
Spain, Italy and the  Netherlands, which were all  present in  25-30% of accepted projec-ts,  althout,h 
their  particip;1tion  as  coordinators  v;,, icd  between  3.9% and  I 1.5%.  In  the  ca~es of  all  other 
Member States there was a much higher percentage of involvements than of coordinating activity. 
It  seems probable that the existing pattern of contacl'i and networks creatl-'<1  in  the context either of 
ongoing European Community programmes in higher education such as  ERASMUS and  COME1T, 
or  built  up  bilaterally  with  eligible  countries  in  pre-TEMPUS  times,  influenced  the  initial 
distribution of coordinating and involved countries, and, given the multiannual basis of the funding 
of the vast majority of projects, it was likely that t11is would be repeated ill  the results of tlle  199 l/i2 
selection round. 
27.3  There was, however, a very significant change in  this second round,  in  that  21.2% of all  sup1x.ned 
projects were coordinated by the eligible countries themselves, witll  a C<-'nscquent  steep decline in 
the overall percentage of coordinations undenaken by the group of Member States which had led the 
way  in  the first  selection round  (the  Ciennan-coordinated percentage of the  increas..-..:l  number of 
successful projects fell from 17.0 to 10.8%, the comparable figures being 16.2 to  11.7% in the case 
of France, 11.8 to 9.3 in that of the Netherlands, and 28.8 to 25.0 in  that of the  United  Kingdom). 
This tendency will  cenainly grow stronger  in  the  course  of tin1e  as  universities  in  the  eligible 
countries  identify  their  needs  and  gain  experience  in  fom1ing  effective  partnerships  with  the 
European Community counterparts with which cooperation in rcstmcturing will benefit them .most. 
28.  Joint European Projects: Subject area cov.:ragc 
28.1  Most  of the  153  Joint  European  Projects  accepted  for  support  in  1990/91  were  in  the  pnon  ty 
subjects specified by  the eligible countries,  in particular engineering and  applied sciences  (28.8'/c-J 
and  in  business  management  (15%),  while  20,4%  of  projects  dealt  with  non-priority  areas, 
nevenheless considered to be relevarll (e.g. teacher training, law and medical sciences). 
28.2  Tire  main bulk  of the  318 Joint  EurOjK'<trl  Projects  projXlS<.'d  for  support  in  19<Jif12  \!oWl'  also  in 
engineering and  applied  science subjects  (95  or 29.9%)  which  reflects  the  large  munber of good 
applications receivl-'<1  in Uris  subject area,  which is  clearly perceived in  the eligible cmmtries as  a 
key area for restructuring activities.  A  high  percentage of projects  (17.3%)  were  likewise  to  be 
found in business management, reflecting both the large number of projects and the particularly high 
quality of applications in this area.  Never1hclcss, 21.3% of projects were in  non-priority areas such 
as teacher training, law and natural sciences, considered to be relevant by the eligible countries. 
- IH-28.3  JEP distribution by subject 11rea 
--- "==·==-~~~~~-~~=~-== 
1990/91  1991/92 
Subject area  upplications  applic:ations 
No.%  No.% 
--r-
business, management, administration and applied  29  18.0  55  17.3 
economics 
medical sciences  8  5.2  23  7.2 
engineering, applied sciences and technologies  44  28.8  95  29.9 
modem European languages  11  7.2  19  6.0 
agriculture and agrohusiness  7  4.6  20  6.3 
environmcutal protection  10  65  IS  4.7 
soci;ll and economic sciences for cli;mge including  II  7.2  II  3.5 
European Studies 
priP· i  ty areas (ge11cral)  9  S.9  12  3./:l 
non-priority areas  24  15.9  68  21.3 
Totals  153  100.1  318  100.0 
29.  Joint European Projccl-.: G24 CO\'Crdgc 
29.1  As part of its  commitment to the twenty four  Wt.-stcm  countries of the  G24  group to  coordinate 
assistance to the eligible oountries, the Conm1ission is responsible for ensuring the coordination with 
actions in the same field as TEMPUS which arc developed by cowllries which arc not mtmbcrs of 
the  Community.  Article  9  of the  Council  of Ministers  !A"'Cision  on  the  TEMPUS  Programme 
provides for t11e coordination of such ac1ions,  including where appropriate participation in  TEMPUS 
projects.  The countries concerned  arc  six  EFfA countries  (Austria,  Finland,  Iceland,  Norway, 
Sweden and Switzerland) and Turkey, the USA, Canada, Japan, Australia and New Zealand. 
29.2  In both  1990/91  and  1991/92 a  little more  t11an  10 %  of all  applications nxcived, and  an  equal 
percentage of those supported, involved organisations in  the G24  countries.  The main  countries 
participating  are  Austria,  the  USA  and  Finland,  although  institutions  in  Norway,  Sweden  and 
Switzef'land  are also present  in  a  small  number of projects.  Moreover,  at  the completion of the 
1991/92 selection  round,  3 of the 452  projects supported  (2  submitted from  Austria  and  I  from 
Finland), were coordinated by such organisations in these countries.  It is imponant to underline that 
both  the  Austrian  and  Finnish  governments  supported  financially  the  in\·olvcment  of  their 
institutions in TEMPUS projects, thus underlining the importance of counterpart funding  in  order to 
truly operationalise G24 p;u1icipation in  TI~MPUS. 
30.  Individual Mobility - Ea.~t-West 1\tobility : Sllaknts 
30.!  !111mediately ll)l<Jn  the <Jtloption  by  the Council uf Minister--s of the TErv1PUS  Progranunc it  lx.'C<srne 
evident that a massive  un~atisfied demand fur mobility existed among the stt11knts  uf the  eligible 
countries.  'DIC  ncwly·<-Tcated  National  TEMPUS  Offices  rtYcived  a  very  largt.'  nwniX'r  of 
applications for Individual  Mobility Grants  in  a  very short  period and  had to  devote  almost  their 
entire activity to the problems of assessment and selection, while information on organised mobility 
within Joint  European  Projects by its  nature could not  be  made available within  the  abbreviated 
time-span between the announcement of the programme and the deadline for receipt of applications. 
As a  consequence the  Commission  was  faced  with  the  immediate  need  to  ensure  that  students 
selected were placed in the institutions best able to meet their academic requirements and look after 
their inevitable problems of adjustment. 
. 19. 30.2  In  a  largc-s<:alc joiut effort  with  the  EC TEMPUS  Offic~ and the  N;rtional  TEMPUS Office:;  the 
Commission  responded  rapidly  to this  task  with  a  great  measure of  success  and  a  total  of  733 
students from  the  eligible countries  were cnahkd to  spend  ~tt~dy  jX-riods  or  placclllcnts  in  the 
Community in  1<J90/9L  The dfort did  how~ver impose an  unforc~L'Cn stroin  C)(l  staff resources 
which could be spared only with great difficulty. 
30.3  For  the  637  students  awarded  Individual  1-.fobility  Grants  in  1991/92,  it  was  possible  for  the 
Commission to make improved arrangements for t11em  to receive administrative and academic help 
with the problems of individual placement by engaging the various national agencies, such as  the 
CROUS in France, the British Council in the UK and the DAAD in Germany, which specialiSe:  in 
overseas  student  assistance  and  welfare,  to  provide  the  ne<:x'ssary  administrative  services  and 
personal guidance.  1l1C assistance provided was funded from the financial allocations for individual 
mobility of the eligible countries.  The establi~hmcnt and administration of these arrangements was 
nevcrt11eless a significant additional call  upon the staff resources  avail~ble, although in  the case of 
the Hungarian students tllC  National TEMPUS Office concerned was able and willing to undertake 
this C<.X)rdination for itself. 
30.·1  lu  the  lir.llt  nf  the  ,._.'!"'' it'lll'C  a•·•prill·d  111  d;rt.·.  till'  C~ti!Hlli".i""  ha~ <kcidt'<l  111  t·lill>in.rlt'  all 
indivi<lual "t11dcut  lltubility on a 'free 111•  >\ ..,  ..  l>.t•.is  and  to  i11t1 P<ftwe  in  its  )'Ltn·  ~J'l'·ific  ~"I 'I'"' I f.,r 
the creation of Mobility Joint Euro1><:·an  Pruj~._'Lts. with the ubj('Lii\'e of msuring a wider avail<tbility 
of mobility in  a  systematically-organised framework  which draws upon the substantial ex1x:rience 
which  Member  States  univero;ities  have  gained  from  op.:-rating  under  tlte  provisions  of  the 
ERASMUS and COMFIT progranunes. 
31.  Individual Mobility· East-West Mobility: Staff 
Individual  mobility for staff from  eligible countries  was,  and  remains,  an  imr~>l1ant component of the 
TEMPUS Programme.  It has a  valuable role  as  a  mc<~ns of ensuring future  development  by  enabling 
individual teachers, traincrs and administrators to make the first essential personal contacts as the basis for 
the formation of networks which can give rise to organised forms of collaboration on a  larger scale.  A 
particular feature  of staff mobility  under  the  TEMPUS  Programme,  to  which  priority  is  given,  is  the 
support  available for  updating  and  retraining of univrrsity  academic  and  administrative  staff from  the 
eligible countries.  Totals of 409 and 706 staff membL'fS  from  tlle  eligible countries have spent or will 
spend periods  in  European  Community  institutions  in  the  respective  acad~._mic years concerned  in  this 
report. 
32.  Budget 
32.1  The total  funds  required  from  the  1990/91  buciget  to  finance  the  individual  Ea'it/West  mobility 
amounted to 5,7.23,812  ECU,  of whid1  4,083,309 ECU  was for  stuJl'IIIS  and  1,140,503  ECU  for 
academic staff,  while for  1991/92 the total  funds  required  amounted tu ..j_779.041  ECU,  uf which 
3.201.536 ECU were for students and 1.577.515 ECU for staff members. 
32.2  In  addition  to  this,  as  far  as  the  students  were  concerned,  the  co:·as  of  their  placemeut  in  EC 
institutions  must  be  considered.  in  terms of  the  institutional  fees  to  be  paid  to  each  receiving 
institution ( 1000 ECU per student for a full  academic year, 500 ECU for less than six months).  'llle 
estimated cost of these two operations amounted  in  1990/91  to 340,000  ECU,  and  in  1991/92 to 
772,690 ECU, bringing the total  cost of individual mobility East/Wrst to 5,563,812 ECU  in  I'J90 
andto5.551.731 ECUin 1991. 
33.  West-Ea.'>1 mobility 
33.1  In  1990/91  altogether 315 European Community staff members and 35 students also received grants 
to  study  or  teach  in  the  eligible  countr·ies  during  that  academic  year,  while  in  1991/92  the 
Commission awarded support to 2HO staff flll'm!.x:rs and 34 students. 
- 20 33.2  The small amount of West-East student mobil it)' to date is no!  surprising since Ea..o.;tcm  and Central 
European languages arc little studied in  Member States.  Que:,tions of curricuiar compatiLility foc 
first-dcgrc<! students (who comprise the great rnajoril)' of mobile students from Membc:- States) were 
also significant at this stllge.  On  the other hand there was a  gratifyingly large,  and high-quality, 
response  from  staff  memboo  in  Member  States  who  were  keen  to  take  advantage  of  the 
opportunities provided by the TEMPUS Programme to acquire sur place a dccpcr understanding of 
the conditions and problems of high<..'f  education  in  the  eligible countries, to play  a part  in  the 
identification of needs, particularly in  relation to curricular development, and to make the essential 
fin.1 contacts which would lead to viable networks. 
34.  Wcst-F..ast mobility : Budget 
In  1990/91, for mobility from Europc·an Community Mo..'mhcr States to th~ digible countriPs, 356,578 ECU 
were rL>quiro..-d  for the staff IIK1llb<..n involwd anti 59,1i00  ECU for the stU<k·nts,  while in  1991{12  ]OH,H'JO 
ECU were ro..'quitcd  for the staff mclfllx·rs invul\'ed and 103,520 ECU for ~twknts. 
35.  Compkmcntary 1\fcasurcs: Support to llSSQciations, pul>lications, .;fudil's and surveys 
In the period under report the deadlines for submission of Action 3 projects (Complementary Measures) 
was the same as those for Joint European Projects.  In 1990/91 the Commission .awarded a total of 388,650 
ECU for 40 Compk'lncntary Mc.asurcs proj<-'Cis  under Action 3 of TEMPUS to enable the completion of a 
limited number of specific  projects submitkd by a.-.sociations  of universities,  for  publications  and  for 
~tudies and surveys which fulfil the aims of TEMPUS. 
Similarly in 1991/92, support was given to a  further 37 projects Wldcr  this action, with grants totalling 
435,000 ECu<s).  . 
36.  Youth Exchange 
In the  1990/91  selection round  a  nwnbcr of Youth  Exchange activities  were  supported  (26  Reciprocal 
Exchanges, 34 Short Preparatory Visits, and 2 Training Courses for Youth Workers), for a total of 595,223 
ECU.  In the first of the two selection rounds of 1991/)2 f(J( youth exchange activities a total of 32 projects 
(14  Reciprocal Youth Exchange Projects,  17  Short Preparatory Visits and  1 Training Course  for  Youth 
Workers) were given TEMPUS support, amounting to 198,877 ECU.  The second selection round for the 
year  in question is expected to produce considerably more applications since it  covers activities to be 
carried out during the swt1mer period of 1991/)2. 
37.  Information Adivities 
(8) 
37.1  Jnfonnation  action concentrah.-d  on  the  pro<1uction  and  distributit•n  of various  ba~ic information 
products considCtl-'tl  ne<.:cssary  for puhlicising TEMPUS to potential  applicants,  on  receiving  and 
counselling individual interested parties, cspo.."'Cially inex(X'rienccd colleagues from in:.1itutions in the 
eligible countries,  and  on dealing  with  r('quests  for  infonnation  from  unsuccessful  applicants. 
Contacts with the press were also initiated. 
In die overall budgetary breakdown cA TEMPUS funds undN Action 3 for 19911'92 a certain reserve is made for each eligible councry. 
'The intention is to use d•esc sums for the ~ond  round d  Youth Exchange activities in  1991/92 and also to CO\·er  f"llt Cll  L'oe  costs 
incurred by the national TEMPUS Office:.<..  including a  numbcf d  specific activities r..-quc:sled  by  doe  authorities d  the  si.~  eligible 
oountrics. 
. 21  -37.2  In  addition  to  standard  infonnation  actJVItacs  on  the  TEMPUS  Programme,  the  preparation  of 
documentiltion  and  infonnation matcrials  and data  milnagement  systems for  the  two  application 
rounds here reportd was a task of critical importance during the period in question.  A VadcmC<'um 
llnd  Applicatiun Forms were prepared and distribut(.-d  in  all  nine  Community  languages both for 
1990/91  and for 1991/92 (in an updated and revised f01111)  and inf01111ation  sk-.:ts summarisin& the 
key facts  on  TEMPUS were also  prepared in  all  Euro~an C01nmunity  languages  (and  in  some 
eligible  country  languages  for  specific  events  such  as  fairs  and  seminars)  and  given  wide 
distribution.  Separate Guidelines and Application Fonns for Youth  Exchange activities were also 
distributed via a specific mailing list both for the first and second application rounds. 
National TEMPUS Offices wen.·  provided with the required supplies of all these products and abo 
with  the  EC  Student  Handlx>ok,  the  ERASMUS  Directory  of  Progranunes  and  the  COMFTT 
Com~ndium,  so tlrat they could cmry out their own infonnation activities in a structured fashion. 
A list of all TEMPUS public<Jtions available from the EC TEMPUS Office is included in Annex 2. 
Par allcl with the second rotuld of selection (March-June 1991), a further substantial revision of the 
Vadcrnccum  and  the  Yot•th  Exchange documents was  carried  out  in  close  consultation  with  the 
National TEMPUS Offin·s, incorporating all  the variations which had become ncccs~ary in  relation 
to lhe outcomes of the nwctings of the TEMPUS Committee, in  view of the  advice rC<'eived  from 
the National TEMPUS Offices and in  the light of the monitoring of CXJX'riencc to date. 
37.3  Planning  and  consultation  w~·rc carried  uut  in  prL·paration  ft•r  the  publication  in  I'J'JI/42  uf  a 
directory  of  infonnation  on  all  institutions  in  the  eligible  countries  complementary  to  the 
corresponding directory relating to institutions in the European Community. 
37.4  Immediately after  the  CO!llpletion  of the  first  selection  round,  a  TEMPUS  Compcndiw11,  which 
provided the essential facts relating to the projects supported in  1990/91 and the information needed 
to contact the coordinators concerned, was prepared and was ready for despatch by the end of the 
~riod  covered by this Report.  A S(.'COnd  Com~ndiwn  covering the results of the 1991/92 selection 
was in preparation for issue in the early autumn of 1991. 
38.  Contracts Admini!>iration 
38.1  On completion of the various selection procedures for the TEMPUS Programme Actions contracts 
were  issued  immediately  to  succrssful  applicants  and  unsuccessful  applicants  were  notified. 
Particular attention was given to providing unsuccessful applicants with explanations of the reasons 
for the outcome in their case and helpful advice and guidance in relation to further applications. 
38.2  The procedures introduct-'<l  for  the  administration of Joint  Euro~:-.ean  Proj\.'Ct  and  Complementary 
Measure grants proVt'<l  to he generally satisfactory.  1l1e short-tcnn problems relating to Individual 
Mobility Grants deriving from the length of time required for payment of ECU cheques, both in  the 
Community and in  the l'ligible countri('s, frum thc- complex arrangements necessary for the payment 
of individual grantholdL·rs from the eligible nnmtries, and frum the constant changes taking place in 
the  b;tnking systems of the latter,  were successfully dealt  with  in  cooperation with  the  banks and 
host  organizations.  For  the  future,  it  is  anticipated  that  practical  problems  arising  from  large 
munbcrs of free  mover students from  eligible countries will  not  rC<'ur  in  1992/93  and  afterwards 
since sludent mobility will then be supported solely within Joint Euro~an Projects  . 
. 22. VI.  FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 
39.  TI1c TEMPUS Programme, dwing the period under report, constituted a concrete example, of considerable 
political and economic salience, of the readiness and capacity of the European Community to respond in a 
rapid, practical and innovative fashion to the needs ofthc emergent and  rc-cmcrgent Eastern and Central 
European democracies foe assistance in the process of rcstructuring.their Societies and economics.  In  tum, 
the  target  populations  of  university  staff,  trainers  and  students  in  the  eligible  countries  and  their 
counterparts in  the Member States of the European Community have responded to the initiative with an 
enthusiasm so great that at times it almost threatened to overwhelm the administrative structures initially 
available to deal with t11e demand. 
40.  The strong appeal of the provisions of the TEMPUS Progranune to  the target  populations confinncd tJ\C 
confc.nnity to t11eir  needs and to their aspirations of the specific characteristics of its design and  rnanncr of 
implementation. 
41.  Although  it  i:;  intended  that  there  should  be  a  progressive  convergence  and  int.:gration  of  TEMPUS 
Programme activities with those of the other European Community programmes in higher education, it  is 
evident  that  the  Pro.gran\11le  must  retain  the  specific  features of  TEMPUS  which  enable  the  eligible 
countries to tap into strategic resources.  both  material  and of knowledge and exrx.'l1isc,  essential  to  the 
development  of their higher education  systems as  catalytic faL1ors  fostering  wider and  deeper societal 
change. 
42.  The TEMPUS Programme, by supporting t11e  development of the high(_'f education systems in  the eligible 
countries,  is  tllus  seen  as  making a  qualitatively significant  contribution  to  the  complex  processes  of 
political  and  economic reform  and  restructuring  being  carried  forward  by  these countries.  Given  its 
astonishingly  rapid  success  in  penetrating  tlle  potential  locii  of  change  in  the  eligible  countries,  the 
TEMPUS Programme in its present form appears well placed to play a vanguard role for a further period in 
the fulfilment  of the objectives of PHARE by establishing channels for resource  transfer,  networks  of 
mutual  help,  models  of  self-help,  and  practical  and  expeditious  administrative  pr()C(.-dures  for  the 
restructuring of the critical higher education sector  . 
. 23-EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Structure, budget and management of the P1·ogramme 
TEMPUS  (Trans-European  Mobility Scheme for  University Studies)  fonns  part  of the  overall  progr;unme  of 
Community aid for the economic restmcturing of the countries of Ccntral/l::a-;tem  Europe,  known  as  PHARE. 
within which training is one of the priority areas for cooperation. 
To implement this objective TEMPUS was adopted by the Council of Ministers of the E.trupcan Commu11ity on 7 
May 1990, for an initial 'pilot phase' of three years beginning on I July 1990, within a JX'rSp<.-'ctivc of five years. 
Targeted  to  meet  the  specific  needs  of Cent1 al  and  Eastern  Europe,  the  duuhlc  ohj('Ctive  uf  TEMPUS  is  to 
promote the quality and support the development of the higher education S)"<IL-ms  in  the countries dcsit,n:,ted  as 
eligible for economic aid, by encouraging their growing interaction with par1rwrs in the Eur(lp<:an C:omrnunity. 
The  main  vehicle  for  ensuring  this  cooperation  consists  of  Joint  European  Projl'Cts,  which  involve  the 
participation of at lea<;t  one university from an eligible country, and of p:n1ncr org;mis.ttions, uf which one must 
be a university, in at least two EC Memhcr States.  In  the case of Joint European Prujl"cts of a rl'gional chcncter 
to be supported from the PHARE regional facility universities in  at  lca'it  two of tltc  eligible countries must  be 
involved. 
In parallel with this project-based support (Action 1),  individual mobility grants foc  staff (teaching  a~signrncnts, 
practical placements, staff retraining and  updating  and visits)  and  for students  (periods of study  or practical 
placements) were also provided for (Action 2).  Under the TEMPUS Programme, however, from  1992/93 student 
mobility will take place only within Joint European Projects. 
Thirdly, limited support was also available for the cxtmsion to the eligible countries of European associations in 
higher education, foc publications and other infonnation activities related to the TEMPUS Programme, and  for 
surveys and studies intended to assist  in  its  monitoring and  evaluation.  There was  also provision  for  limited 
support foc youth exchanges and related activities intended to catalysc the acquisition by young people of a better 
awareness of the European dimension. 
·The total budget available for 1990 was 25  MECU,  and  for  1991  it  amounted  to an  additional  70.5  MECU, 
including both measures to be supported from the national budgets allocated to TEMPUS by each of the eligible 
countries for  1991  and to Joint  European  Projects  of a  regional  character to  be  supJX)rtcd  from  the  PHARE 
regional facility. 
Thus the total funds allocated to proji...'CIS  under the TEMPUS Programme between its inception in  July  1990 and 
the completion of the selection round in  1991  totalled 90.5 MECU. 
"I"rn!  Prognnune is  implemented on behalf of the Commission  by  the  Task  Force  Human  Rc~Jllfl'<'S,  with  the 
technical assistance of the EC TEMPUS Office, which is an autonomous body of the European Co.:'J"-'r :1tion  Fund. 
Selection pmcedures for Joint European Projects 
All  applications for support for Joint European  Projects are submitted to  the  EC  TEMPUS Office  in  Brussels. 
Copies of applications concerning their institutions are then sent to the national TEMPUS Offices in  each of the 
eligible countries. 
An overall il'iSCssment  of the quality of applications  rc~:civcxl is caiTicd out  by  the  EC  TEMPUS Offic<:,  with  a 
parallel assessment procedure by the six  national TEMPUS Offices in  tmns of the  benefit  of projects  to  their 
country within the overall PHARE context. Bilateral consultations are then held in  order to coordinate the different assessments c;.rried out with a view to 
arriving, as far as possible, at a common assessment of projects for discussion with panels of experts and the early 
the identification of those projects where opinions differ and where an cxJX:rt opinion is pa•1icularly important. 
Following this internal  consultation prou..-dure,  external experts representing the  main  TEMPUS priority areas 
from both Community Member States and the eligible countries arc consulted. 
Discussions  then  take  place  with  representatives  of  the  Mini1o1ries  of  Education  and  the  ccntr;ll  PHARE 
coordinators in the six eligible countries.  As a result of these consultations a final list of projects propoS(.-d  by the 
Commission for support is drawn up.  This list is then fonnally approved by the Ministers of Education in the six 
eligible countries concerned. 
Results so far 
In  it!;  first  15 months of '•j)(:ration  the TEMPUS  Sd•~·JIII: fl"t'cived  2"139  <lj!plil·;,t ior1s  fur sup)' •!I  fur .luiut 
European Projects (1338 in 1990 and 1401  in  1991) of which a total of 471  were supported, as folluws: 
134 'renewaJ' projects already approved in  1990 and now going into their second TEMPUS year of 
activities;  · 
15 non-renewable and 4 non-renewed projects funded in 1990/91; 
318 national and regional projects selected for their first year of support in academic year 1991/92. 
The Joint  European  Projects  approved  in  1990  involved  cooperation  activities  and  mobility  ~>-:tween 
organisations in the European Community and partners in Poland, H1mgary, Czl--choslovakia and the fonner 
DDR, while those approved or renewed in  1991  involved such activities with  Bulgaria, C7-cehoslovakia, 
Hungary. Poland, Romania and Yugoslavia. 
Individual Mobility Grants 
In the same  IS-month period the European Community, through  the TEMPUS Programme,  awarded  in 
addition individual mobility grants to almost 1400 .individual students and some 1200 teachers travelling· 
from the eligible countries to the Member States, and to 69 students and 595 teachers from the Community 
wishing to study, teach in, or visit one of the eligible countries_ 
Q:lo1plemcntary Measures and-Ym!ili Exchan$ 
Allogcthcr, 77 Complementary Measures proj('<:ts  (out  of a  lola!  of 608 applications  submitted),  and 97 
Youth Exchange activities (out of a total of 277 applications) were supportl.>d  in  the period CO\'en:d  in  the 
present report. A.  \l\  E\. 1 : TAl.!LES 
STATISTICAL TABLES FOR 1990/91 
Tuble 1 
JEP distribution by coordinating country and country involvement: 
==---~=------~  - - =· 
All applications  Sup  j)Ortcd applh-ations 
------ ~------- --,------------ ---
coordinating  counhy  coordinatin 
counhy  Involvement  counhy 
%  %  % 
g  c•:.untry 
inYulverncnt 
% 
----- ---- ----- -----.--
B  117  8.7  325  6.4  10  5.9 
D  290  21.7  613  12.0  26  17.0 
DK  42  3.1  135  2.7  5  3.3 
E  33  2.5  186  3.7  6  3.9 
F  185  13.8  <154  8.9  25  16.3 
GR  44  3.3  108  2.1  6  3.9 
I  90  6.7  255  5.0  10  5.9 
IRL  23  1.7  113  2.2  2  1.3 
L  0.0  4  0.1  0.0 
NL  144  10.8  377  7.4  18  11.8 
34  5.2 
72  11.0 
2-l  3.7 
36  5.5 
61  9.3 
2-l  3.7 
40  6.1 
17  2.6 
0.0 
44  6.7 
p  8  0.6  73  1.4  I  0.7  18  2.7 
UK  354  26.5  684  13.4  44  28.8  87  13.3 
cs  0.0  325  6.4  0.0 
DDR  0.0  89  1.7  0.0 
38  5.8 
12  1.8 
H  0.0  595  11.7  0.0  63  9.6 
PL  0.0  633  12.4  0.0  85  13.0 
A  0.0  31  0.6  0.0  0.0 
AUS  0.0  3  0.1  0.0  0.0 
c  0.0  6  0.1  0.0  0.0 
CH  0.0  18  0.4  0.0  0.0 
J  0.0  2  0.0  0.0  0.0 
N  0.0  6  0.1  0.0  0.0 
s  0.0  24  0.5  0.0  0.0 
SF  0.0  3  0.1  0.0  0.0 
T  0.0  3  0.1  0.0  0.0 
USA  0.0  28  0.5  0.0  0.0 
Total  1338  5093  153  655 
- - --
- 2G  -Table 2 
East-West Individual Mobility under Action 2: 
Students  Teachers 
---
PL  H  cs  PL  H  cs 
B  41  7  I  18  10  5 
D  180  30  7  53  16  34 
OK  40  30  2  4  1  1 
E  8  0  1  4  3  10 
F  30  18  5  15  8  22 
GR  2  0  0  4  1  1 
1  37  6  0  8  3  14 
IRL  30  0  3  4  3  2 
L  0  0  0  0  0  0 
NL  33  7  15  26  10  17 
p  0  0  0  0  1  0 
UK  150  47  19  63  27  69 
- --
Totals  ssr  120  53  199  83  175 
..  -· 
TI1crc were also 9 fonncr-DDR students and 32 fonner-DDR teachers who n.'CCivcd  Individual Mobility Grants. 
Table 3 
West-East Individual Mobility under Action 2 : 
.. 
Students  Teachers 
Home  H  PL  cs  H  PL  cs 
8  0  I  0  10  8  2 
D  2  I  0  7  11  6 
DK  .0  2  0  5  4  l 
E  0  2  0  II  6  1 
F  3  2  0  9  21  4 
GR  I  0  0  H  12  2 
I  0  I  (I  12  17  l 
IRL  0  0  0  3  2  0 
L  0  0  0  2  0  0 
NL  4  0  1  8  5  6 
p  0  0  0  5  6  1 
UK  14  l  0  44  32  33 
Totals  24  10  1  124  124  58 
Tilcre were also 9 teachers who received Individual Mobility Grants lo visit the fonncr-DDR. Sf  ATISfiCAL TABLES FOR 1991/92 
Table I 
JEP distribution by coocdinating country and country involvement (new and. renewed JEPs) : 
~ ~ 
AU applicati•Jns  Supported applications  -- ~-~----
coocdinating  country  coordinating  country 
country  Involvement  COWl  try  involvement 
%  %  %  % 
B  102  6.6  367  5.5  23  5.1  114  5.6 
D  206  13.4  677  10.2  49  10.8  199  9.8 
DK  43  2.8  154  2.3  13  2.9  50  2~5 
E  35  2.3  246  3.7  9  2.0  84  4.2 
F  168  I 0.9  564  8.5  53  11.7  181  R.9 
<IR  52  3.4  192  2.9  16  3.5  67  3.3 
]  102  6.6  408  6.1  23  5.1  123  tl  I 
IRL  17  1.1  124  1.9  7  1.5  45  2.2 
L  0.0  6  0~ I  0.0  I  0.0 
NL  140  9.1  460  6.9  42  9.3  132  6~5 
p  10  0.6  121  1.8  5  1.1  39  1.9 
UK  361  23.4  884  13.3  113  25.0  290  14~3 
BG  21  1.4  184  2~8  4  0.9  53  2~6 
cs  6()  4.3  514  7~7  10  2.2  124  fl. I 
H  61  4.0  589  1:!.9  22  4.9  161  H.O 
PL  36  2.3  607  9.1  4  0.9  144  7.1 
R  55  3.6  123  1.9  30  6~6  70  3.5 
YU  55  3.6  178  2.7  26  5.8  71  3.5 
A  6  0.4  74  1.1  2  0.4  20  1.0 
AUS  0.0  8  0.1  0.0  2  0.1 
c  0.0  14  0.2  0.0  4  0.2 
CH  I  O.I  27  ' 
0.4  0.0  5  0.2 
J  0.0  6  0.1  0.0  2  O.I 
N  I  0.1  15  0.2  0.0  6  0.3 
s  0.0  26  0.4  0.0  4  0.2 
SF  2  0.1  36  0.5  I  0.2  17  0.8 
T  0.0  2  0.0  0.0  1  0.0. 
.USA  0.0  41  0.6  0.0  15  0.7 
·-·--·  --·----- -- ---~· ~---- f----~-
--·-~ 
.Total  1540  6647  452  2024 Table 2 
East-We~! Jndividual Mobility under Action 2: 
Students 
... 
To/from  I3G  cs  H  PL  RO  YU  Totals 
--·  .. 
B  1  16  7  19  14  I  58 
D  11  28  32  44  5  5  125 
DK  3  2  0  10  3  0  18 
E  0  6  5  5  5  0  21 
F  0  13  17  27  25  4  86 
GR  1  0  0  0  0  0  1 
I  0  7  13  14  3  4  41 
IRL  0  2  ]  5  0  0  8 
L  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
NL  ]  21  12  6  2  4  46 
p  0  2  0  ]  0  0  3 
UK  5  47  52  93  13  20  230 
·- ----- --·-------
Totals  22  144  139  224  70  38  637 
Table 3 
East-West Individual Mobility under Action 2: 
Teachers 
To/from  BG  cs  H  PL  RO  YU  Totals 
r--- .  -
B  5  15  5  8  16  3  52 
D  23  56  17  31  20  22  169 
DK  3  10  1  3  0  5  22 
E  1  7  2  5  I  0  16 
F  10  22  11  18  23  19  103 
GR  8  ]  3  0  0  0  12 
I  5  14  3  9  6  10  47 
IRL  2  3  0  0  0  0  5 
L  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
NL  6  19  8  17  II  5  66 
p  2  2  0  0  0  0  4 
UK  37  73  27  23  18  32  210 
·- -- ------
Totals  102  222  77  114  95  96  706 
'==o· 
-2:J  __ Table 4 
West-East mobility under Action 2: 
Students 
--·  -- ·"····= 
To/from  BG  cs  H  PL  RO  YU  Totals 
.  ---
B  0  1  0  0  0  0  I 
D  0  3  0  3  0  0  6 
DK  0  3  0  2  0  0  5 
E  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
F  0  4  0  1  1  0  6 
GR  0  0  0  1  0  0  I 
I  0  2  4  1  0  3  10 
IRL  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
L  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
NL  0  2  0  0  0  0  2 
p  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
UK  0  1  1  1  0  0  3  ------f-------------·  ·----·----------·-·· ------------- ----------
Totals  10  16  5  9  1  3  3-t 
Table 5 
West-East mobility under Action 2: 
Teachers 
To/from  BG  cs  H  PL  RO  YU  Totals 
B  2  6  12  9  1  0  30 
D  0  14  6  20  0  I  41 
DK  0  2  2  0  0  0  4 
E  0  2  2  4  0  1  9 
F  4  5  4  13  5  1  32 
GR  1  1  4  2  0  0  8 
I  0  0  7  10  0  2  19 
IRL  1  0  1  4  0  0  6 
L  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
NL  2  5  3  4  3  3  20 
p  0  2  0  0  0  2  4 
UK  6  33  22  31  7  8  107 
----- --- -- -- -----
Tl•tal  16  70  63  97  16  18  2HO 
~= 
-'30_ Table 6 
Numb(.~  of participants per country and per activity in Youth Exchange activities: 
-·-
Participants  Short Prep.  Recip.  Training  Total 
COlmtry  Visit  Exchange  Course 
B  31  18  0  49 
BG  20  15  0  35 
cs  26  59  20  105 
D  20  35  0  55 
OK  0  63  0  63 
E  3  58  0  61 
F  38  29  14  81 
GR  II  15  0  26 
H  55  98  0  153 
I  3  47  0  50 
IRL  10  5  0  15 
L  2  0  0  2 
NL  7  0  0  7 
p  I  41  0  42 
PL  26  Tl  0  103 
RO  5  30  0  35 
UK  5  14  0  19 
YU  16  5  0  21  ---
Total  279  609  34  922 
-(9). 
TEMPUS publications issued during the period under report : 
TEMPUS Vadcmccum (3 <.-ditions, in 9  langu<~gcs) 
TEMPUS leaflet (3 editions, in 91anguaecs) 
List of accepted Joint European Project<: (in English) 
TEMPUS Compendium (in EngJish)<9) 
Future editions will carry the lnrn..tuerioo and lrL•Iru<1ions foc u.«e  in the thrc:'C work  inc lanr.uor,cs of lh<· TEMP  liS "'"t:'·""m··· 